UNAIDS SPEARHEADING UN REFORM FOR IMPACT IN 2021

**UN SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION FRAMEWORKS (UNSDCF)**
- 91 Joint Plans on HIV
- 83 country envelopes incentivizing joint work
- Secretariat contributing to 92 UNSDCFs
- Integrated policy guidance

**UN RESIDENT COORDINATORS AND UN COUNTRY TEAMS**
- 96 Joint Teams on HIV/AIDS
- Contribution to RC system
- Mutual Accountability Framework

**LEAVING NO ONE BEHIND**
- Ensuring that all HIV responses are people-centered
- Empowering communities through inclusive partnerships
- Championing gender equality and human rights
- Ending HIV-related inequalities

**JOINT MONITORING AND REPORTING**
- Global AIDS Monitoring system for all country HIV responses (over 70 indicators)
- 77% of Secretariat offices contributing to UN Info
- Over 90 country Joint Teams on HIV reports

**BUSINESS OPERATIONS EFFICIENCIES**
- 79% of Secretariat offices in shared premises
- 82% in Business Operations Strategies (Secretariat)